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As recognized, adventure as skillfully as experience more or less lesson, amusement, as competently as covenant can be gotten by just checking out a book Pdf Francis St Of Prayers Assisi Of Francis
Saint To Prayer plus it is not directly done, you could acknowledge even more re this life, not far oﬀ from the world.
We have enough money you this proper as well as easy habit to get those all. We pay for Pdf Francis St Of Prayers Assisi Of Francis Saint To Prayer and numerous books collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc
research in any way. in the midst of them is this Pdf Francis St Of Prayers Assisi Of Francis Saint To Prayer that can be your partner.

KEY=OF - NATHALIA ANGELINA
THE WRITINGS OF SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI
LIFE OF ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI
Binker North Francis of Assisi is pre-eminently the saint of the Middle Ages. Owing nothing to church or school he was truly theodidact, and if he perhaps did not perceive the
revolutionary bearing of his preaching, he at least always refused to be ordained priest. He divined the superiority of the spiritual priesthood. Saint Francis of Assisi (Italian: San
Francesco d'Assisi), born Giovanni di Pietro di Bernardone, informally named as Francesco (1181/1182 - 3 October 1226), was an Italian Catholic friar, deacon and preacher. He
founded the men's Order of Friars Minor, the women's Order of Saint Clare, the Third Order of Saint Francis and the Custody of the Holy Land. Francis is one of the most venerated
religious ﬁgures in history. Pope Gregory IX canonized Francis on 16 July 1228. Along with Saint Catherine of Siena, he was designated Patron saint of Italy. He later became
associated with patronage of animals and the natural environment, and it became customary for Catholic and Anglican churches to hold ceremonies blessing animals on his feast
day of 4 October. He is often remembered as the patron saint of animals. In 1219, he went to Egypt in an attempt to convert the Sultan to put an end to the conﬂict of the
Crusades.[6] By this point, the Franciscan Order had grown to such an extent that its primitive organizational structure was no longer suﬃcient. He returned to Italy to organize the
Order. Once his community was authorized by the Pope, he withdrew increasingly from external aﬀairs. Francis is also known for his love of the Eucharist.[7] In 1223, Francis
arranged for the ﬁrst Christmas live nativity scene.[8][9][2] According to Christian tradition, in 1224 he received the stigmata during the apparition of Seraphic angels in a religious
ecstasy [10] making him the ﬁrst recorded person in Christian history to bear the wounds of Christ's Passion.[11] He died during the evening hours of 3 October 1226, while listening
to a reading he had requested of Psalm 142.

COMMON WORSHIP: TIMES AND SEASONS PRESIDENT'S EDITION
Canterbury Press This revised, expanded edition of the Common Worship President’s Edition contains everything to celebrate Holy Communion Order One throughout the church year.
It combines relevant material from the original President’s Edition with Eucharistic material from Times and Seasons, Festivals and Pastoral Services, and the Additional Collects.

THE LITTLE FLOWERS
Pomona Press These three works form the chief sources of the saint's life and the beginnings of the Franciscan Order which he founded in 1212. Born at Assisi in 1182, St Francis
embraced a life of holy poverty after a gay and sometimes extravagant youth. At the age of twenty-two he fought with great spirit and was taken prisoner in a petty feud between
the town of Assisi and Perugia. During his captivity he reﬂected on his former mode of life, but attempted to take up arms once more on his recovery. However, a second illness
intervened, and after a period in which wordly pleasure and spiritual counsels sought mastery and he ﬁnally determined to dedicate his life and work to God. Through pilgrimage,
devotion, example and simple teaching he became one of the great Christian reformers. 'Whatever accretions of legendary material', says Fr McKay in his Introduction, 'have crept
in here and there to heighten the colours of St Francis's portrait, they are undoubtedly in keeping with the total impressions which St. Francis made upon the world of his day.'
Moreover St Francis was the very opposite of a sour Puritan: we are told he was the 'most joyous of saints, and would have no sad, long faces about him, and always rebuked any
friar that was gloomy or melancholy.' He wanted his friars to be joculatores Dei ('the minstrels of God'). The Little Flowers is translated from the 'Fioretti', an Italian translation of a
Latin original of which the earliest extant manuscript is one of 1390. It is a narration of miracle and hymn connected with the saint and his friars. The Mirror of Perfection is based
on documents and memoirs left by Friar Leo, St Francis's favourite disciple, and was completed about 1318. St Bonaventure wrote the Life of St Francis c. 1260, intending it to stand
as an authoritative Life and to supersede the numerous fragmentary biographies then in circulation.

FRATELLI TUTTI
ENCYCLICAL ON FRATERNITY AND SOCIAL FRIENDSHIP
Orbis Books

FRANCIS OF ASSISI - THE SAINT: EARLY DOCUMENTS, VOL. 1
EARLY DOCUMENTS
New City Press Book one of this monumental series presents new translations of texts about Francis in the early Franciscan tradition, some available in English for the ﬁrst time.

ST. FRANCIS AND POPE FRANCIS
PRAYER, POVERTY, AND JOY IN JESUS
Our Sunday Visitor "What do a medieval Italian Catholic and a twenty-ﬁrst century Argentine pope have in common? The certainty that encountering Jesus can change your life and the
world. Alan Schreck, author and professor, considers the times and message of both St. Francis of Assisi and Pope Francis and invites you to experience the same freedom and joy
that they have found in Jesus"--Back cover.

GOOD ST. ANNE
Tan Books The mother of Mary and grandmother of Jesus, a heavenly helper in every need--Patroness of Mothers, Comforter of the Sorrowing, mother of the Poor, Health of the Sick,
Patroness of the Childless, Model of Married Women and Mothers, etc. The ﬁnding of her body, prayers in her honor, her shrines, all are here! (5-2.00 ea.; 10-1.75 ea.; 25-1.25 ea.;
50-1.00 ea.; 100-.75 ea.).

FRANCIS AND CLARE
THE COMPLETE WORKS
Paulist Press Francis (c. 1182-1226) and Clare (c. 1193-1254) together shaped the spirituality of early 13th-century Europe. Here for the ﬁrst time in English are their complete
writings, brought together in one volume.

THE WAY OF THE CROSS
Tan Books & Pub We consider this the best Way of the Cross we have ever seen. Traditional, edifying pictures. The Stabat Mater is given in Latin and English. (5-1.00 ea.; 10-.80 ea.;
25-.70 ea.; 50-.60 ea.; 100-.50 ea.).

WORKS OF THE SERAPHIC FATHER ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI
LAUDATO SI'
ON THE CARE OF THE COMMON HOME
Le vie della Cristianità Laudato Si 'is Pope Francis' second encyclical which focuses on the theme of the environment. In fact, the Holy Father in his encyclical urges all men and women
of good will, the rulers and all the powerful on earth to reﬂect deeply on the theme of the environment and the care of our planet. This is our common home, we must take care of it
and love it - the Holy Father tells us - because its end is also ours.

THE LIFE AND LEGENDS OF SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI
Library of Alexandria

FRANCIS OF ASSISI
THE SONG GOES ON
The Franciscan spirit begins with the story of Francis Bernardone, now known to the world as St. Francis of Assisi. This simple retelling of Francis’ story explores the secret of his
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love aﬀair with God through his loving relationship with all things living—a secret that is worth probing today more than ever.

THE ST. FRANCIS PRAYER BOOK
A GUIDE TO DEEPEN YOUR SPIRITUAL LIFE
Paraclete Press (MA) Kindle your prayer life with the words, guidance, and spirit of Francis of Assisi.

FRANCIS OF ASSISI - THE FOUNDER: EARLY DOCUMENTS, VOL. 2
EARLY DOCUMENTS
New City Press

THE SIMPLE WAY
MEDITATIONS ON THE WORDS OF SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI
Are you looking for the: Simple way to love God? Simple way to live? Simple way to love your neighbor? Simple way to pray? Simple way to love all of God's creatures? The Simple
Way: Meditations on the Words of Saint Francis might have the answers you are seeking. Just as Saint Francis said, "I have done what is mine, do what is yours to do," Franciscan
priest and best-selling author Murray Bodo invites you to read the words of Saint Francis and then meditate, pray and ultimately act upon Francis' call to live the gospel life. This
easily portable book provides space beneath each meditation to jot down your thoughts or to insert your own prayer. Bodo, an international expert on Franciscan spirituality, oﬀers
practical ways to integrate The Simple Way into your daily life.

STUDYING THE LIFE OF SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI
A BEGINNER'S WORKBOOK
New City Press William Hugo has ministered in initial formation since 1980 and taught the life of Francis of Assisi for over twenty-six years to Capuchins at various levels of formation
and to Secular Franciscans. He was editor of "The New Round Table, " a journal of Capuchin spirituality and history, for seven years and is currently the Provincial Director of Initial
Formation and Director of Postulants for the Midwest Capuchins.

MARY'S WAY OF THE CROSS
Twenty-Third Publications Each booklet below is tailored to a speciﬁc audience and can be used year after year. These economical booklets are appropriate for group and/or individual
use.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
THE STORY OF HOW MANY THOUSANDS OF MEN AND WOMEN HAVE RECOVERED FROM ALCOHOLISM
The basic text for Alcoholics Anonymous.

THE LIFE OF ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI
St. Francis of Assisi is one of the greatest and most recognizeable saints in the history of the Church. His life was a mirror of the life of Christ. In a decadent age, ﬁlled with
corruption, Francis became not merely an impetus for reform, but a living image of Christ in his virtue and in his ﬂesh through the stigmata. Candide Chalippe's work is not merely
biography, it is a spiritual classic written by an author ﬁlled with piety and love for Christ and His Church. This new publication edits Chalippe's work and presents it for modern
readers in new chapter divisions, with artwork from the Basilica of St. Francis and Renaissance masters. This excellent biography takes us through Francis? entire life, as well as the
progress and history of his order in Europe, Africa and the Middle East, compiling sources from all of the earliest authors.

THE LADY
CLARE OF ASSISI : EARLY DOCUMENTS
New City Press Clare of Assisi: The Lady provides new translations of ClareÂ’s writings and related primary sources, revised and new introductions from earlier editions, as well as
previously unpublished documents to chronicle the life of Saint Clare. The ﬁrst section presents ClareÂ’s Letters, Testament, and Blessing. The second section includes the papal
texts that prompted Clare to write her own Form of Life. The third section contains biographical writings about Clare beginning with Cardinal HugolinoÂ’s 1220 letter and ending
with the Legend of Saint Clare. The book concludes with a dossier of documents, many translated into English for the ﬁrst time, from the papacies of Honorius III, Gregory IX, and
Innocent IV.

MAKE ME AN INSTRUMENT OF YOUR PEACE
LIVING IN THE SPIRIT OF THE PRAYER OF ST. FRANCIS
HarperOne Kent Nerburn's Make Me an Instrument of Your Peace, immerses us in the spirit of one of the most universally inspiring ﬁgures in history: St. Francis of Assisi. The Prayer
of St. Francis boldly but gently challenges us to resist the forces of evil and negativity with the spirit of goodwill and generosity. And Nerburn shows, in his wonderfully personal and
humble way, how we each can live out the prayer's prescription for living in our everyday and less-than-saintly lives. "Where there is hatred, let me sow love...Where there is injury,
let me sow pardon..." Expanding upon each line of the St. Francis Prayer, Nerburn shares touching, inspiring stories from his own experience and that of others and reveals how
each of us can make a diﬀerence for good in ordinary ways without being heroes or saints. Struggling to help a young son comfort his best friend when his mother dies, moved by
the courage of war enemies who reconcile, being wrenched out of self-absorbed depression by responding to someone else's tragedy, taking a spirited old lady on a farewell taxi
ride through her town-these are the kinds of everyday moments in which Nerburn ﬁnds we can live out the spirit of St. Francis. By incorporating the power and grace of these few
lines of practical idealism into our thoughts and deeds, we can begin to ease our own suﬀering-and the suﬀering of those with whom we share our lives. And, remarkably, ﬁnd a way
to true peace and happiness by tapping into our basic human goodness. As we open our hearts and embrace his words, St. Francis "touches our deepest humanity and ignites the
spark of our divinity." Lord, make me an instrument of thy peace. Where there is hatred let me sow love, Where there is injury let me sow pardon, Where there is doubt, faith, Where
there is despair, hope, Where there is darkness, light, And where there is sadness, joy... In this beautifully written book, Kent Nerburn leads us into the heart of the St. Francis
Prayer and line by line demonstrates how St. Francis's words can resonate in our lives today.

SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI
A BIOGRAPHY
Legare Street Press This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has
a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public.
To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

SEEING DIFFERENTLY
FRANCISCANS AND CREATION
Canterbury Press This timely book brings together the stories of St Francis - his preaching to birds, rejection of wealth, caring for lepers, befriending animals and living simply, his
poetry and hymnody in praise of creation that is still sung today - and the inﬂuential writings and examples of inspiring Franciscans who have followed him such as Clare,
Bonaventure, Duns Scotus and Angela of Foligno, and draws them into conversation with contemporary concerns for our planet. It gathers 800 years of accumulated wisdom and
practical examples of how Franciscans have found ways to live at home and at peace with creation. It explores that long tradition and experience to ask what lessons can be drawn
for today to challenge and enable readers to re-visit their own relationship with creation.

THE COMPLETE FRANCIS OF ASSISI
HIS LIFE, THE COMPLETE WRITINGS, AND THE LITTLE FLOWERS
Paraclete Press There are many editions of the writings of St. Francis, and biographies about him, but here in one volume are both, plus the complete text of the late medieval work,
The Little Flowers, which did more to establish the legend of the man than any other work. This "Paraclete Giants" edition includes the complete Road to Assisi, Paul Sabatier's
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ground-breaking and foundational biography of the saint, ﬁrst published in French in 1894 and re-issued and expanded in 2002; the complete Francis in His Own Words: The
Essential Writings; and The Little Flowers, thus oﬀering the best introduction to St. Francis yet available between two covers. Other Paraclete Giants include The Complete Julian of
Norwich and The Complete Introduction to the Devout Life, both translated and introduced by Fr. John-Julian, OJN.

FRANCISCAN VIRTUES THROUGH THE YEAR
52 STEPS TO CONVERSION FROM SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Conform your life to the teachings of Jesus by living the virtues taught by Christ and especially embraced by Saint Francis of Assisi.
Franciscan Virtues Through the Year: 52 Steps to Conversion from Saint Francis of Assisi explores each virtue with a quote from Scripture, a quote from the writings of Saint Francis,
and an incident from the life of Saint Francis. There follows a reﬂection on the virtue, then meditation and prayer on the virtue, and some delving back into Scripture regarding it.
Each virtue calls for reﬂection on the virtue and practice of it for an entire week. If the reﬂections and practice are done weekly as suggested, the reader will be spiritually more in
tune with God's ways at the end of reading the book than at the beginning. The book is designed to make one aware of the virtues which St. Francis especially loved and to help the
reader implement those virtues in his or her life. The virtues discussed are: 1. Attentiveness 2. Confession 3. Courage 4. Courtesy 5. Detachment 6. Discernment 7. Eagerness 8.
Empathy 9. Encouragement 10. Eucharistic Reverence 11. Evangelization 12. Example 13. Faith 14. Fraternity 15. Generosity 16. Gratitude 17. Honesty 18. Hope 19. Humility 20.
Imitation of Jesus 21. Joy 22. Justice 23. Love of Enemy 24. Love of God 25. Love of Neighbor 26. Love of Self 27. Loyalty to Church 28. Marian Devotion 29. Minority 30. Obedience
31. Pardon 32. Patience 33. Peace 34. Perseverance 35. Poverty 36. Praise 37. Prayer 38. Presence 39. Purity 40. Respect for Creation 41. Sacriﬁce 42. Self- knowledge 43. Service
44. Silence 45. Simplicity 46. Surrender 47. Trust 48. Vigilance 49. Vulnerability 50. Wisdom 51. Witness 52. Work This book is an excellent formation book for Franciscan friars,
nuns, sisters, and laity. The 52 week format can be adapted as the Order wishes. Few books are guaranteed to change a person's spiritual life if the pattern of study in the book is
followed. This book will deﬁnitely make the reader into a stronger follower of Christ, through the example and teachings of Saint Francis. May God bless you through Saint Francis
as you read through, meditate on, and put into practice the Franciscan Virtues!

PRAY FOR ME
THE LIFE AND SPIRITUAL VISION OF POPE FRANCIS
Random House Benedict XVI's retirement made news around the world, and changed the dynamics of the Catholic Church. The new pope, Francis I, has already brought a breath of
fresh air into the papacy, the Vatican and the faith which has been beset by scandal in recent times. His humility, his charm, his concern for the poor, have captivated the world.

THE PERFECT JOY OF ST. FRANCIS
Ignatius Press In this classic, Felix Timmermans reveals a deep understanding and penetrating interpretation of the man Francis and the ideals that enabled him to move and to shake
the whole world. Filled with humor, pathos and a strange kind of beauty, it is a combination of artistry, poetry and simplicity that plumbs the soul of Saint Francis. Here is the whole
Francis, the poet, the ascetic, the stigmatist, the servant of the poor and the lepers, the miracle worker. But above all, here is the spirit of St. Francis "told as lyrically and simply as
the hymns and words of Francis himself in a book that communicates the joy of St. Francis."

THE COMPANION BOOK OF CATHOLIC DAYS
A GUIDE TO FEASTS, SAINTS, HOLY DAYS, AND SEASONS
The Word Among Us Press This beautiful book will bring the rich traditions of the Catholic Church’s liturgical year into your home and your heart. You’ll ﬁnd each month and season of
the liturgical year is brimming with possibilities—feasts to be celebrated, litanies to discover, and saints to befriend. Throughout the year, you will learn and be encouraged by the
saints, follow feasts and fasts, tune into the Liturgy of the Hours, and oﬀer up a penance on Fridays in commemoration of Jesus’ sacriﬁce for you. Most importantly, you’ll grow
closer to the Lord. Practical and easy to use, you’ll ﬁnd opportunities to connect to your faith in meaningful and extraordinary ways, including ideas for ﬁnding time to pray, making
seasonal snacks for the whole family, observing a meaningful Lent, celebrating the full Octave of Christmas, and so much more! Discover how you can grow closer to the Lord as you
connect with him through the Church, her rhythms, and the many celebrations and observances she oﬀers us.

THE LIFE OF SAINT FRANCIS
Aeterna Press The grace of God our Saviour hath in these latter days appeared in His servant Francis unto all such as be truly humble, and lovers of holy Poverty, who, adoring the
overﬂowing mercy of God seen in him, are taught by his ensample to utterly deny ungodliness and worldly lusts and to live after the manner of Christ, thirsting with unwearied
desire for the blessed hope. For God Most High regarded him, as one that truly was poor and of a contrite spirit, with so great condescension of His favour as that not only did He
raise him up in his need from the dust of his worldly way of life, but also made him a true professor, leader, and herald of Gospel perfection. Aeterna Press

THE PRINCESS OF POVERTY
SAINT CLARE OF ASSISI AND THE ORDER OF POOR LADIES / BY FATHER MARIANUS FIEGE
Legare Street Press This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has
a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public.
To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI ILLUSTRATED
"Francis of Assisi is, after Mary of Nazareth, the greatest saint in the Christian calendar, and one of the most inﬂuential men in the whole of human history. By universal acclaim,
this biography by G. K. Chesterton is considered the best appreciation of Francis's life--the one that gets to the heart of the matter.For Chesterton, Francis is a great paradoxical
ﬁgure, a man who loved women but vowed himself to chastity; an artist who loved the pleasures of the natural world as few have loved them, but vowed himself to the most austere
poverty, stripping himself naked in the public square so all could see that he had renounced his worldly goods; a clown who stood on his head in order to see the world aright.
Chesterton gives us Francis in his world-the riotously colorful world of the High Middle Ages, a world with more pageantry and romance than we have seen before or since. Here is
the Francis who tried to end the Crusades by talking to the Saracens, and who interceded with the emperor on behalf of the birds. Here is the Francis who inspired a revolution in
art that began with Giotto and a revolution in poetry that began with Dante. Here is the Francis who prayed and danced with pagan abandon, who talked to animals, who invented
the creche."

THE POVERTY OF RICHES
ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI RECONSIDERED
Oxford University Press on Demand Saint Francis of Assisi is arguably the most attractive saint ever produced by the Catholic Church. Based on a reconsideration of the earliest
biographies of the saint, and Francis's own writings, this title sheds light on the inherent ironies of poverty as a spiritual discipline and its relationship to poverty as a socioeconomic aﬄiction.

THE SAINT AND THE SULTAN
THE CRUSADES, ISLAM, AND FRANCIS OF ASSISI'S MISSION OF PEACE
Image Documents a meeting between St. Francis of Assisi and Islamic leader Sultan Malik al-Kamil to illuminate the saint's lesser-known eﬀorts as a peacemaker, describing their
discussions on behalf of ending the Crusades.

THE LITTLE FLOWERS OF SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI
FRANCISCANS AT PRAYER
BRILL Surveying the broad panorama of medieval Franciscans at prayer, this book oﬀers a nuanced perspective on Franciscan beliefs and spiritual practices that underscores the
depth and breath of their mutual passion for the divine and the world they shared.

THE JOY OF THE GOSPEL
EVANGELII GAUDIUM
Image The perfect gift! A specially priced, beautifully designed hardcover edition of The Joy of the Gospel with a foreword by Robert Barron and an afterword by James Martin, SJ.
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“The joy of the gospel ﬁlls the hearts and lives of all who encounter Jesus… In this Exhortation I wish to encourage the Christian faithful to embark upon a new chapter of
evangelization marked by this joy, while pointing out new paths for the Church’s journey in years to come.” – Pope Francis This special edition of Pope Francis's popular message of
hope explores themes that are important for believers in the 21st century. Examining the many obstacles to faith and what can be done to overcome those hurdles, he emphasizes
the importance of service to God and all his creation. Advocating for “the homeless, the addicted, refugees, indigenous peoples, the elderly who are increasingly isolated and
abandoned,” the Holy Father shows us how to respond to poverty and current economic challenges that aﬀect us locally and globally. Ultimately, Pope Francis demonstrates how to
develop a more personal relationship with Jesus Christ, “to recognize the traces of God’s Spirit in events great and small.” Profound in its insight, yet warm and accessible in its
tone, The Joy of the Gospel is a call to action to live a life motivated by divine love and, in turn, to experience heaven on earth. Includes a foreword by Robert Barron, author of
Catholicism: A Journey to the Heart of the Faith and James Martin, SJ, author of Jesus: A Pilgrimage

RELUCTANT SAINT
THE LIFE OF FRANCIS OF ASSISI
Viking Adult An account of the life of one of the great Catholic saints delves into his own unpublished letters to oﬀer a portrait of this complicated man and the movement he
spawned.

TREATISE ON THE LOVE OF GOD
Catholic Way Publishing TREATISE ON THE LOVE OF GOD SAINT FRANCIS DE SALES — A Catholic Classic! — Includes Over 600 Active Linked Endnotes — Includes an Active Index, Table
of Contents and Layered NCX Navigation — Includes Illustrations by Gustave Dore Publisher: Available in Paperback: ISBN-13: 978-1-78379-449-2 This Treatise which I now present
you, may be in some way serviceable to you, and that in it you will meet with many wholesome considerations which you would not elsewhere so easily ﬁnd. We all look towards the
glory of holy love. My intention is only to represent simply and naively, without art, still more without false colors, the history of the birth, progress, decay, operations, properties,
advantages and excellences of divine love. PUBLISHER: CATHOLIC WAY PUBLISHING
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